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EQUIVARIANT BORDISM AND SMITH THEORY. Ill

BY

R. E. STONG

Abstract.    The bordism classes of a manifold with involution is determined by

means of Wu type classes in the Smith cohomology.

1. Introduction. Being given a closed differentiable manifold Mn with a differ-

entiable involution t: M"^ A/n, it was shown in [3] that the bordism class of the

involution {M, t) is determined by characteristic numbers from the Smith theory

of (M, t). The object of this note is to show that the bordism class may be deter-

mined from the Smith theory of (M, t) directly.

Roughly this is analogous to a theorem of Wu [5]. For a closed manifold Mn,

the Wu classes vt e H'(M; Z2) are defined by <i>¡ u x, [M]} = (Sq'x, [M]} for all x

in Hn~'(M;Z2), and then the Stiefel-Whitney classes of M are given by wt

= 1i Sq^'Vj. By Thorn's theorem [4], the characteristic numbers <tv¡1 u- • -u wir,

[M]} with ix+ ■ ■ ■ +ir = n determine the bordism class of M. In the case of an

involution, analogous Wu classes arise from operations in the Smith theory.

The author is indebted to Professor P. E. Conner for several conversations

related to this work and to the National Science Foundation for financial support.

2. Smith theory characteristic classes. Being given a space X and a continuous

involution /: X-* X, let F<=Xbe the fixed point set of t and X/t the orbit space.

The Smith theory cohomology of the involution (X, t) is then H'Z2(X, t;Z2)

= W(X/t,F;Z2)@Ht(F;Z2).

Provided the involution (X, t) is sufficiently nice, i.e. if Fis an equivariant strong

deformation retract of a neighborhood in X, the projection ttx: Xx EZ2^* X

with EZ2 a universal space for Z2 induces an isomorphism

n*: H*(X[t, F; Z2) % H*(Xx EZ2/Z2, Fx BZ2;Z2),

where BZ2 is a classifying space for Z2 and Fx BZ2 = Fx EZ2/Z2. This will be

assumed throughout, being true for a differentiable involution.

Now let c' e H1(Xx EZ2jZ2; Z2) be the characteristic class of the double cover

XxEZ2^ XxEZ2/Z2, and c e H1(Fx BZ2;Z2) the induced class. The cup

product with c' defines the Gysin homomorphism

p.: H\X\t, F; Z2) -> Hi + \X/t, F; Z2).
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Letting  S : Hl(F; Z2) -> H'+ \Xjt, F; Z2) be the coboundary one then defines

homomorphisms

4>k+x: H\F; Z2) -> Hi + k + \X/t, F; Z2)

by^fc+i=/tfe8.

Since the coboundary homomorphism

8': H*(FxBZ2;Z2) -+ H*(Xx EZ2\Z2, Fx BZ2;Z2)

is a H*(Xx EZ2/Z2;Z2) module homomorphism, <pk+1(a) = 8'(TT*(a) u c").

Letting /: H\F; Z2) -> Hi2(X, i; Z2) and /: H\X¡t, F; Z2) -* ff|2(X, t; Z2) be

the inclusions of the summands, one defines homomorphisms

^k:H\F;Z2)^mik(X, t;Z2)

by <{>q = I, <pk=Hk iffeSL

Now suppose (A', t) behaves like a differentiable involution on an n-dimensional

manifold. Specifically, suppose there is a fundamental class [X, t] e Hfa(X, t; Z2)

and the fixed set F is the disjoint union of subspaces Fk (0 á k ^ n), so that there is a

fundamental class [Fk] e Hk(Fk ; Z2) with respect to which Fk satisfies Poincaré

duality.

The formulas (vivx,[Fk]y = (Sqix,[Fk]y for all xe Hk~\Fk;Z2) and w,

= 2i Sqi~jVj then define Stiefel-Whitney classes wt e H'(F; Z2), following Wu.

Further, there are classes a( e H\F\ Z2) defined on Fk by <a, u x, [Ffc]>

-<*„-*+,*, [X, /]> for all x e Hk~\Fk; Z2).

For any pair of sequences (ix,..., iT), (/,...,/), one may then compute the

number (wh u- • -u u',r u ah u- • -u ay>, [/"]> eZ2, which is the value on [Fk]

where fc=i!-l-+ir+j\+ • • • +/• These will be called the Wu-Stiefel-Whitney

numbers of the involution (X, t).

The main result of this paper is

Proposition. If(Mn, t) is a differentiable involution on a closed n-manifold, then

(Mn, t) bounds if and only if all of the Wu-Stiefel-Whitney numbers of(M", t) are

zero.

By the results of Conner and Floyd [2, Chapter IV], the involution bounds if and

only if all of the characteristic numbers (wh U- • -U wtf u w'h u- • -u w'js, [F]}

vanish, where w[ is the z'th Stiefel-Whitney class of the normal bundle v of F in M.

Hence it suffices to show

Lemma. The class a¡ e //'(/"; Z2) is the it h Stiefel- Whitney class of the complement

ofv and is given by wJ+P^wi,. .., w\_^)for a universal polynomial P¡.

Thus, the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the normal bundle of the fixed set in M are

determined by the Wu classes at or the operations ifik.
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3. Proof of the Lemma. Now suppose X=Mn is a closed n-dimensional

manifold and t is a differentiable involution. The fixed set Fis then a disjoint union

of closed manifolds, and Fk is the union of the ^-dimensional components of F.

Let vn~k be the normal bundle of Fk in M and identify a neighborhood of Fin M

with the disjoint union of the disc bundles D(vn~k), with / agreeing with multiplica-

tion by — 1 in the discs.

Let M be obtained from M by deleting the interiors of the sets D(vn~k), so that

M is a manifold with boundary, whose boundary 8M is the union of the sphere

bundles S(vn~k). (Note. D(v°) = Fn and S(v°) is empty.) The involution t acts freely

on M, so that M/t is a manifold with boundary, whose boundary is (8M)\t which

is the union of the real projective space bundles RP(vn~k). Let p: RP(vn~k) -> Fk

denote the projection.

Since Fk is an equivariant strong deformation retract of D(vn~k), one has

H*(M¡t, F; Z2)^H*(M/t, (Jk D(vn-k)ft; Z2) and by excision this is

H*(M/t,8M/t;Z2).

Henceforth, these groups will be identified. In particular, the coboundary homo-

morphism

8': H*(FxBZ2;Z2)^>H*(M\t,F;Z2)

is identical with the composite of

(p x qf :H*(Fx BZ2 ; Z2) -> H*(8M/t ; Z2),

wherep is projection on Fand q classifies the double cover 8M'-> 8M/t or S(vn~k)

-+RP(vn~k), and the coboundary homomorphism

S": H*(8M/t; Z2) -> H*(M/t, 8M/t; Z2).

Also, in H^(M, t;Z2)^Hn(M/t, 8M/t;Z2) ® Hn(Fn;Z2), the fundamental class

of [M, t] is the sum of the fundamental classes [M/t, 8M/t] and [Fn].

Now recall that H*(RP(vn~k);Z2) is the free H*(Fk;Z2) module via p* on

1, c,..., cn"'c"1, where c = (pxq)*(c), and the algebra structure is given by the

relation

cn-k + cn-k-lp*w'i+ . . . +cn-k-rp*w>r+ . . . +p*w'n_k = 0.

In particular, for a e H*(Fk;Z2)

</j*a u c\ [RP(vn-k)]} = 0, j < n-k-l,

= <a,[Fk]>,       j = n-k-l.

One may now use the relation cn~k = cn~k~1p*w[+ ■ • ■ +p*w'n_k inductively to

write

cn-fc + i-l  _  ci-l(cn-k)  =  ^-l^n-fc-1^*^^-+ ¿n -k-ip*^ + . . .)

= cn~k + i~2p*w[+ • • • +cn'k'1p*w'i + terms cfp*(x)

withy" < n — k—l,
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so that if cn~'' = cn~k~1p*(xJ) + terms c"p*(y),q<n — k—\, then x, = w'xxt.x+ • • •

+ w'i-1x1 + w'i, which is the inductive formula for the /th Stiefel-Whitney class of

the complement of v, and expresses x¡ inductively as xi = w[ + Pi(w'1,.. ^w'^x).

Now let k<n and x e Hk~i(Fk; Z2). Then

<«, u x, [Fk]y = <&_fc+ix, [M, f]> - <J<pn-k+ix, [M, i]>

= <<¿n_fc+lx, \MIU8M\t\)_

= <S'(tt*(x) Ucn~k + i-1), [M¡t, 8M/tJ)

= <S"(p*(x) ucn~k + i-1), [M/t, 8M/t]}

= <p*(x) u cn-k + i-1, [8Mjt]}

= <.p*(x) u cn-k+i~1, [RP(vn-k)]y

= /cn~k'1p*(xU(w'i+Pl)) +     2      c¡p*(xy),[RP(vn-k)]\

= «w'i+pi)ux,[Fk]y

so ai = w¡-|-Fí(wi,..., Wj'.i) in Fk for &<n.

For k = n, the homomorphism S: H*(Fn;Z2)-* H*(M¡t, F;Z2) is zero, so ipt

is zero on H*(Fn;Z2) for ¿>0. Thus a¡ = 0 = ^+^0^,..., w¡-x) for />0. For

i = 0andxe//n(F,,;Z2),

<<*0 u x, [F"]> = <t¿0x, [M, f ]> = (Ix, [M, /]> = <x, [F»]>

SO a0=l =WÓ.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

One may now note that the classes defined actually give all of the Smith theory

characteristic classes of the tangent bundle. Specifically, let (BOn, S) be the classify-

ing space for n-plane bundles with involution, i: BOn^* BOn + 1 the classifying

map for yn® 1, the Whitney sum with a trivial bundle with trivial action, and

t: Mn -> BOn the equivariant classifying map for the tangent bundle of M.

Now BOn is the limit of actions on Grassmannians, so may be assumed nice

near the fixed set, with the fixed set FBOn = {Ji+k=nBOjx BOk, where the +1

eigenbundle over BO¡xBOk has dimension/ and the —1 eigenbundle has dimen-

sion k. Then under i, BOj x BOk is sent into BOj+i x BOk. The classifying map r

sends F" into BOqxBOn_q with the classes w^F") and a¡ completely determining

the cohomology homomorphism.

Now examining the summand H*(BOJZ2, FBOn; Z2) in the Smith theory of

(BOn, S), one may first form the product with EZ2. Then BOn x EZ2/Z2 is homo-

topy equivalent to BOn x BZ2, since both classify n-plane bundles with involution

over a double cover, and the inclusion of the fixed component BOn x BO0 induces a

homotopy equivalence BOn x BO0 x BZ2 -> BOn x EZ2\Z2. Thus, the homo-

morphism

3' :       ©       H*(BOi x BOk x BZ2 ; Z2) -► H*(BOn/Z2, FBOn; Z2)

is an isomorphism. This is compatible with j*.
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Thus, under the tangent map t: A/->- BOn, or its stabilization to BO, the induced

homomorphism on Smith theory is determined by the classes w((F9) and a}, for

every Smith theory class is obtained from products of these by applying the

homomorphisms <jik and summing.

4. Remarks.   The results obtained obviously give

Corollary. // /: (Mn, t) -*■ (Nn, s) is an equivariant map of differentiable

involutions on closed n-manifolds inducing isomorphisms on Smith theory, then

(Mn, t) and (Nn, s) are bordant as involutions.

This generalizes a result obtained in a discussion with Professor Conner:

Proposition. If two differentiable involutions (Mn, t) and (Nn, s) have the same

equivariant homotopy type then they are bordant as involutions.

Proof (Direct argument). Let /: (Mn, t) -> (Nn, s) be an equivariant homotopy

equivalence. Then f: M ^> N is a homotopy equivalence and f:FM^FN is a

homotopy equivalence. Then f*(w')=f*(w(N)/w(FN)) = w(M)¡w(FM) = w' and

f*(w(FN)) = w(FM) so the involutions have the same Conner-Floyd characteristic

numbers, and so are bordant.

Finally, the interested reader is encouraged to look at Professor Conner's paper

[1], While there is no direct overlap, there are definite interrelations with this paper.

It may clarify the relation between Smith theory and equivariant bordism.
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